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Tennessee Warbler being "warpainted" 
with red pollen as it sips nector from 
Combretum. 

N ALVIN TOFFLER'S 1970 NOyEL Future Shock, the personal, psy- 
chological, and sociological con- 

sequences of accelerated change in 
everyday life were odtlined. He pre- 
dicted a "massive adaptational break- 
down" unless man quickly learned to 
control the rate of change. "Almost 
invariably, research into the effects of 
change concentrate on the destina- 
tions toward which change carries us, 
rather than the speed of the journey. 
...the/ate of change has implications 
quite apart from, and sometimes 
more important than, the directions 
of change. No attempt to understand 
adaptivity can succeed until this fact 
is grasped. Any attempt to define the 
'content' of change must include the 
consequences of pace itself as part of 
that content." 

When we think of ecological phenom- 
ena that are occurring at rates that stag- 
ger the imagination, tropical deforesta- 
tion in the latter part of the twentieth 
century should come immediately to 
mind. It is difficult to come to grips with 
the implications of having a land mass 
almost entirely covered with one kind 
of forest or another converted to field, 
pasture and plantation within a few dec- 
ades (Fig. 1). It seems unreal, like a game 
we can play at dinner parties--question: 
"When it is all over, what will be the 
effects of this enormous global experi- 
ment on the billions of birds of hundreds 

of species that make the annual trek 
between North America and the Neo- 

tropics?" 

But it is not a game--it is really 
happening 

For birds, as well as people, the ability 
to adapt to change depends largely on 
the rate and magnitude of the change. 
The rate of forest conversion in the Neo- 

tropics, ranging from one to four per- 
cent per year for the most conservative 
estimates (Gradwohl and Greenberg 
1988), is almost undoubtedly too great 
to allow for genetic adaptations of its 
avifauna through natural selection. So, 
the degree to which migratory birds will 
persist in the new Latin American land- 
scape may depend upon how readily 
these birds are able to adapt behaviorally 
and use the newly altered landscape as 
home. Those individuals that cannot 

adapt to the new landscape or cannot 
find habitat elsewhere will die. Popula- 
tions and species composed of these in- 
dividuals may also disappear. 

The tropical adaptations of 
migrant birds 

Important to the question of the fu- 
ture of migrant birds is consideration of 
their tropical adaptations. If migrant 
songbirds were generally the same wher- 
ever they are, using the same habitats 
and feeding in the same way in both 
breeding and wintering areas, this would 
be a short piece of their story. If they 
moved about freely, ex131oiting transient 
but abundant foods, shying away from 
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tropical avian residents, we would sus- 
pect that tropical deforestation might 
devastate the residents but not migrants. 
We might even predict that deforesta- 
tion would favor the migrants by elimi- 
nating competition from resident birds. 
This is known as the migrant birds "fit 
in" concept, the view that migrants are 
forever the "new kids on the block." 

This idea of the adaptable migrant, 
forever skimming off the cream and 
moving on, was a notion that comforted 
avian ecologists in the 1960s and 1970s. 
It implies that migratory birds are im- 
mune to the future shock of deforest- 

ation. Unfortunately, field studies of mi- 
grants in the tropics show that the idea 
is incorrect. 

The current view might best be called 
the homogenized view of migrants and 
residents, and was extensively docu- 
mented in a symposium held in 1977 
(Keast and Morton 1980). It appears 
that on a broad biogeographical scale, 
migratory birds are most common and 
diverse in the Northern Neotropics 
(Mexico, Greater Antilles) and resident 
tropical birds are the most diverse nearer 
the equator. This probably relates more 
to the proximity of these areas to north- 
em breeding grounds, rather than to 
competitive interactions between mi- 
grants and residents. This sort of broad 
geographic pattern, based on lumping 
all migrant birds, obscures the fact that 
each species has a discrete winter distri- 
bution. Often, these distributions are 
quite localized so that each region of the 
Neotropics has its particular migrant 
fauna. For example, even though many 
migrants winter in the northern Neo- 
tropics, many common species winter 
almost wholly within South America 
(e.g., Scarlet Tanager [Piranga olivacea], 
Red-eyed Vireo [ Vireo olivaceus], Can- 
ada Warbler [ Wilsonia canadensis], and 
BlackburnJan Warbler [Dendroica 
fusca]). On a regional and local level, 
migrants and residents are both often 
most common in the same habitats. 

Furthermore, except at occasional 
squabbles over specific food plants, it 
has proven almost impossible to show 
that migrants avoid residents. In fact, 
given the degree to which migrants join 
in mixed species foraging flocks with 
residents, the opposite seems true (e.g., 
Morton 1980). 

Migrants are adapted to both tropical 
and temperate zone sojourns. Some ex- 
amples of their seasonally different ad- 
aptations have to do with foods eaten, 
some with habitats used. Worm-eating 
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Warblers (Helmitheros vermivorus) and 
Blue-winged and Golden-winged war- 
biers (Vermivora pinus and V. chrysop- 
tera) tend to be ordinary foliage gleaners 
on their breeding territories (Greenberg 
1987a). But in winter, they specialize in 
where they look for invertebrate food. 
Worm-eating Warblers rummage in 
dead leaves caught in tangles above 
ground, the other two probe with needle 
bills in dead small leaves or damaged 
parts of living leaves. The dead leating 
life style they employ in the tropics is 
one they share with a number of highly 
specialized tropical forest birds in the 
Furnariidae and Formicariidae (oven- 
birds and antbirds). In what is possibly 
a tantalizing testimonial to the impor- 
tance of tropical adaptations, young 
hand-raised fledgling Worm-eating 
Warblers spend most of their time play- 
ing with dead leaves (as in their future 
tropical employment) as opposed to live 
foliage and other objects offered to them 
in their nursery (Greenberg 1987b). 

A number of migrants that are insec- 
tivorous in the breeding season consume 
plant products in the tropics. This leads 
to some interesting morphological ad- 
aptations and complex behavioral inter- 
actions. In winter, Orchard Orioles (Ic- 
terus spurius) take nectar for which they 
have a long, split tongue with brushy 
edges. In a typically bizarre tropical in- 
teraction, Orchard Oriole males are ma- 

nipulated by the nectar-giving plants 
into carrying their pollen to other plants. 
Erythrina fusca flowers, after being fed 
from, suddenly show a burnt-orange 

color like that coloring the plumage of 
dominant aggressive male orioles. This 
would seem to move orioles t,o greener 
pastures and with the move comes pol- 
len from the tree whose flowers said 

"keep away, already occupied" (Morton 
1979). The Tennessee Warbler (Vermi- 
vora peregrina) is "war painted" by one 
of its favorite forest plants, the Combre- 
turn vine. Like the orioles, Tennessees 
defend nectar so that all individuals are 

not successful in gaining access to it 
(Tramer and Kemp 1979). The plant 
responds by "face painting" successful 
warblers with bright red pollen to give 
them a badge of dominance. In this way, 
pollen is more likely to reach another 
plant for fertilization (Morton 1980). 
Eastern Kingbirds are known as the "Ce- 
dar Waxwings of the tropics" owing to 
their proclivity for swooping into a tree 
crown en masse for a fruit meal. In fact, 
they eat little but fruit, and time migra- 
tion for the ripening of favorite species 
(Morton 1971). That migrant birds de- 
pend more on plant products for tropi- 
cal sustenance than they do for temper- 
ate sustenance is not surprizing. Both 
resident tropical and migratory birds are 
more dependent on fruit and nectar 
than are resident temperate zone species 
(Karr 1971a, Morton 1973). Further, 
migration of birds within the tropics is 
based more upon the seasonality and 
availability of fruit than of invertebrate 
foods (Morton 1977). 

Worm-eating Warbler inspecting inside a 
dead leaf for spiders and insects. 



Beyond the •nterest•ng foraging ad- 
aptations that all m•gratory hirds have 
for surviving in the tropics, migratory 
hirds show a tremendous variation in 

their habitat preferences as well. Along 
w•th the demise of the theory of the 
'hnfinitely adaptable migrant," recent 
research has challenged the idea that 
m•gratory birds have a universal prefer- 
ence for "disturbed" habitat. As with 

resident tropical birds, the many species 
of landbird migrants vary in the degree 
to which they depend upon forest habi- 
tat and the maturity of the forest they 
require. Identification of those species 
most closely associated with threatened 
habitats, such as forest, and determina- 
tion of what factors allow these species 
to persist after forest clearing remain the 
highest priorities for survey work in the 
tropics. 

The degree to which migrants depend 
upon more mature forest vegetation is 
easy to underestimate because some in- 
dividuals of many species can be found 
in virtually every habitat. In part, this is 
owing to the concentration of migrants 
from huge breeding ranges into small 
w•ntering ranges (Terborgh 1980). 
When quantitative surveys are con- 
ducted it has been repeatedly shown that 
a number of migratory birds are sub- 
stantially more common in forests (Rap- 
pole and Morton 1985, Hutto 1988a, 
Lynch/n press, Greenberg ms). 

At this point a slight digression into 
methodology is necessary, because reli- 
ance on certain techniques and statisti- 
cal analyses has slowed our understand- 
•ng of the habitat use of Neotropical 
m•grants considerably. Many workers 
have relied on mist net use for data on 

the distribution and abundance of trop- 
ical birds (Karr 1976, Waide 1980, Mar- 
t•n 1985, Rappole and Morton 1985). 
The employment of mist nets has a su- 
perficial appeal of objectivity and re- 
peatability since it depends less ob- 
wously on the skill of the observer than 
do the results of other direct censusing 
techniques. However, mist nets are sub- 
ject to more insidious bias including the 
fact that a smaller portion of the birds 
wfil be captured in a forest than a field. 
This bias can be more significant be- 
cause most studies have shown that mi- 

gratory birds occur disproportionately 
•n the forest canopy at a level not sam- 
pled by mist nets. For example, Karr 
concluded that migrants constitute only 
one to three percent of the avifauna of 
a lowland tropical forest in Panama. 
However, the most common migratory 

species •n this forest, Bay-breasted War- 
bler (Dendrotca castanea), was never 
mist-netted. Based on a visual census 

from a canopy tower on nearby Barro 
Colorado Island, Greenberg (1981) 
found that the Bay-breasted Warbler 
was the most common single species in 
the outer canopy. Lynch (/n press) 
found that mist net captures often were 
lowest for migrants in forested habitats 
when point censuses, using visual and 
auditory cues, showed they were most 
common in forests. 

Migrant species that remain nonveg- 
etarian in winter often show the most 

dependence upon forests for tropical 
survival. Indeed, individuals defend, 
and return to, winter feeding terdtories 
with the regularity of those famous swal- 
lows in Capistrano (e.g., Karr 1971b). 
This highlights an important concern 
for conservation. Terdtoriality can limit 
bird density and, therefore, the numbers 
of individuals that survive in winter as 

well as summer. On top of this, one sex 
might outcompete the other for terdto- 
ties, skewing the sex ratio of breeders 
the following summer. Males are often 
larger than females and, consequently, 
take over terdtories readily. Female 
choice of mate is partly based on what's 
left over after the males have competed 
for breeding terdtories, automatically 
selecting for larger males. When this 
happens, it behooves females to shift out 
of competition with males. This seems 
to be the case with Hooded Warblers 

(Wilsonia citrina). This species shows a 
clear segregation between the sexes in 
the winter: Hooded Warbler males live 

in forest, females live in shrubby fields 
(Lynch et al. 1985). It is a remarkable 
result of territorial competition that fe- 
males and males in this one species now 
differ more in habitat than is often the 

case among separate species (Morton et 
al. 1987). This phenomenon of inter- 
sexual habitat segregation is best docu- 
mented for the Hooded Warbler, but is 
also found in the American Redstart 

(pers. ob.). 

What is behavioral adaptability? 

Each year the young of various species 
of migratory birds arrive in the tropics 
and adopt a patch of habitat and a suite 
of foraging preferences characteristic of 
their species. Migratory birds do not 
appear to be infinitely adaptable, but it 
does leave open the interesting and im- 
portant question: what determines how 

adaptable m•gratory hirds are9 Clearly, 
m•gratory hirds are not hard-w•red for 
particular food plants the way many 
insects are. Yet, some seem relatively 
stereotyped in their foraging behawor 
and habitat choice (e.g., Kentucky War- 
blers [Oporornis formosus]) whereas 
others seem very able to change their 
preferences (e.g., Yellow-rumped War- 
bler [Dendroica coronata]). Although 
the "psychological" factors that m•ght 
influence a bird's adaptability seem hke 
a critical point for our understanding 
future shock in migrants' behavior, th•s 
branch of study is in its infancy. One 
intriguing possibility exists: that adapt- 
ability is controlled by an underlying 
fear response towards new, unfamfimr 
stimuli. The Greeks called this form of 

fear "neophobia." Greenberg (1983) de- 
fines neophobia in migrants according 
to how ecologically specialized or "plas- 
tic" they are: specialized species are 
more neophobic than are more gener- 
alized species. Since young migrant 
songbirds are totally independent, and 
separated, from their parents long before 
they reach tropical wintering areas, how 
do they develop species-typical tropical 
behavior? Species-typical levels of neo- 
phobia, probably inherited, seem a 
likely answer. He found that the more 
ecologically plastic Bay-breasted War- 
bler was less fearful of new objects than 
the more specialized Chestnut-s•ded 
Warbler ( Dendroica pensylvanica). 

How many songbirds are there? 

Like many of you, we were drawn to 
birding at an early age by the large num- 
bers of magnificent warblers, thrushes, 
tanagers, and flycatchers that passed 
through our region on spring migration 
The adventure of seeing new species, 
elegantly exotic travellers, and the chal- 
lenge of learning to know their songs 
(and remembering them) made our early 
teen years memorable. The abundance 
of the migrant chorus was a stark con- 
trast to the extinctions we read about-- 

Passenger Pigeon, Labrador Duck, and 
Carolina Parakeet. Extinction was 

something in the past that could not 
happen in today's enlightened world, or 
so we thought. 

Today, we are worded about the pros- 
pect that the migrant chorus may soon 
be a ghost of its past glory--perhaps •t 
already is. People who have birded dur- 
ing spring migration in the same area(s) 
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for two or three decades or more, have 
valuable insight into the migrant song- 
bird issue. Unfortunately, they are not 
often queried by academics interested in 
the migrant bird question. In our expe- 
rience, not one birder with three or four 
decades of experience finds the migra- 
tion today like it used to be. Why is it 
that science has not documented this, 
confirming our impressions? 

One reason may be that academic 
ornithologists may be overly concerned 
with looking for population trends in 
Breeding Bird Censuses and surveys. 
There is reason to think that such sur- 

veys are inherently conservative, and 
therefore serve as poor "early warning 
systems." By the time breeding bird 
numbers decline, we may already have 
a pessimistic answer to how adaptable 
migrants are to changes in their world. 
Serious declines may have already taken 
place. 

The reason we say this is that these 
census techniques (e.g., Breeding Bird 
Census and Breeding Bird Surveys) are 
based almost entirely on the number of 
singing males, birds that are advertising 
a territory, and some detailed studies 
have shown that mated singing males 
constitute only a small portion of the 
entire male population. It requires de- 
tailed studies, often involving removing 
singing males from their territories, to 
determine the degree to which a popu- 
lation of floating, non-territorial males 
exists. Few such studies have been con- 

ducted, but those that have suggest that 
nonbreeding "floaters" may be an im- 
portant component of bird populations 
in spring and summer. One famous re- 
moval experiment (Stewart and Aldrich 
1951, Hensley and Cope 195 l) was con- 
ducted on warblers in spruce forests of 
Maine in the 1940s. The removal of 

singing birds resulted in immediate re- 
placement by individuals that might 
have remained floaters. The population 
pressure was so high that removals of 
territorial birds did not bring about a 
noticeable decline. It might be said that 
high spruce budworm numbers was ab- 
normally attractive to floaters so that 
the pressure was not normal. Other stud- 
ies indicate that insect outbreaks at high 
latitudes are not necessary for floaters to 
occur. Under different ecological cir- 
cumstances in Panama, migratory Yel- 
low-green Vireos (Vireo flavoviridis) 
(Morton 1977) replaced removed con- 
specifics almost immediately and con- 
tinuously from mid-January to the end 
of April, when removal ended. We feel 

Eastern Kingbirds feeding on fluit of Cecropia. 

that real decreases in numbers might not 
be noticeable in typical breeding bird 
censuses or the breeding bird survey un- 
til worrisome declines have already 
taken place (Wilcove and Terborgh 
1984). Healthy populations contain a 
"surplus" population of floaters that 
dampens fluctuations of breeding birds 
but whose loss would be noticeable to 

migration-watchers. 
The fact that breeding bird surveys 

may not show a decrease when one is 
really occurring makes the recent results 
of the Breeding Bird Survey even more 
dramatic. After initial stable or increas- 

ing populations for many eastern forest 
migrants (Hutto 1988b, based on Rob- 
bins et al. 1986), the last 11 years have 
shown consistent declines in several spe- 
des of neotropical migrants (Robbins et 
al. 1988). 

Beware of false dichotomies 

When faced with evidence of declines 

(usually on local census plots), some 
scientists have argued that local breed- 
ing effects are more important than 
tropical deforestation (e.g., Whitcomb 
et al. 1981, Hutto 1988b) or vice versa 
(Briggs and Criswell 1979, Johnston and 
Winings 1987, Marshall 1988). The si- 
multaneous "testing" of alternative hy- 
potheses is presented as the way to as- 
cribe cause to declines. We argue that a 
dichotomous presentation of hypotheses 

favoring local breeding season effects 
(insularization or forest fragmentation 
and associated predation or cowbird 
parasitism) (Hutto 1988b, p. 377), ver- 
sus tropical deforestation is unrealistic. 
Negative effects taking place in both 
breeding and wintering seasons are cu- 
mulative. 

Dichotomous thinking can cause as- 
sumptions to be adopted that narrow 
the possibilities entertained. For exam- 
ple, Hutto (1988b, p. 378) repeats an 
assumption common among research- 
ers that favor the breeding season side 
of the coin: "But for tropical deforesta- 
tion to have caused the reported breed- 
ing season declines, the deforestation 
would somehow have to affect local 

breeding pockets, while leaving regional 
breeding season totals unaffected--an 
unlikely situation." Whitcomb et aL 
(I 98 I) stated the assumption as follows: 
"... high mortality of neotropical mi- 
grants on wintering grounds or migra- 
tory routes would be expected to affect 
populations of large forest areas as well 
as smaller ones, so winter mortality per 
se is not the explanation for selective 
deterioration of bird communities on 

small forest islands. The latter point is 
crucial, for if the observed trend toward 
depletion of numbers and disappear- 
ance of species were characteristic of 
large continuous areas of forest habitat 
as well as small islands, we must look 
for explanations that possibly are unre- 
lated to island biogeography." The ap- 
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Figure 1. The estimated extent of moist Neotropical forest prior to human settlement 
(gray areas) and current (black areas). The massive black area has, in fact, today a 
checkered look, especially around its periphery as the annual rate of deforestation there is 
5%. Last year 80,000 square kilometers of virgin forest were burned for permanent 
clearance in Brazil alone. Huge swaths are degraded daily by dams and flooding, 
unintentional fires, agriculture, and timber exports. Source: Tropical Rainforests: a dis- 
appearing treasure. Smithsonian Inst., Traveling Exhibition Service, 1988. Prepared by 
John Anderton. 

plication of island biogeographic theory 
(MacArthur and Wilson 1967) to avi- 
faunal preserves was the focus of this 
study, not migrant birds per se. How- 
ever, since neotropical migrants are the 
species that decline in forest fragments, 
to have "outside" influences such as 

winter survival impinge on the theory 
would destroy the entire island biogeo- 
graphic application and make for much 
complexity. 

There is actually no reason to suppose 
that reduction in the global population 
in the winter will not have a very com- 
plex effect on the distribution pattern of 
the birds when they settle out to breed 
in the spring. Avoidance of small forest 
patches could result both from the im- 
mediate response the bird has to frag- 
mented forest combined with the overall 

reduction in populations. If the floating 
population still existed, it is our guess 
that we might still see spectacular spring 
waves of migrant songbirds and still find 
them in fragments of forest. 

Beware of dichotomous 

management policy 

It is sound wildlife management prac- 
tice to determine and protect high qual- 
ity habitat for species throughout their 
annual cycle. The practice of purchasing 
and managing wetlands for wintering 
waterfowl was begun decades before wa- 
terfowl surveys could begin to estimate 
population sizes. We may never have 
adequate breeding censuses for shore- 
birds, yet few ornithologists would ques- 
tion the wisdom of the Western Hem- 

isphere Shorebird Reserve Network 
and other habitat conservation efforts 
by J.P. Myers of The National Audu- 
bon Society. 

Probably because of the myths regard- 
ing the adaptable migrants in the trop- 
ics, the concept that habitat should be 
assumed to be important at all times of 
year has been abandoned by some peo- 
ple empowered with worrying about 

bird conservation policy. For example, 
a recent listing of Birds of Management 
Concern by the United States Fish and 
Wildlife Service noted that Breeding 
Bird Survey trends have Cerulean War- 
blers (Dendroica cerulea) decreasing by 
over 3% per year since the beginning of 
the Survey. Since relatively little re- 
search had been done on this species, 
no one knows what might be causing 
this decline. The report concludes that 
fragmentation of old growth forest on 
the breeding grounds is the most likely 
factor. But the possibility that intensive 
forest clearing on the Cerulean War- 
blers' Andean wintering grounds might 
also be a contributing factor is not even 
mentioned. This report has apparently 
chosen to view the breeding season-win- 
tering season habitat condition as a di- 
chotomy and has uncritically endorsed 
one side. 

The job ahead of us 

If the high rate of change in our mi- 
grant songbirds' world brings about a 
chronic deterioration of their numbers, 
we should expect more than a deterio- 
ration of our experience of them. Mi- 
grants have always been a major com- 
ponent of breeding bird communities. 
More than 50 percent of the breeding 
birds, often 85 percent, are migrants 
(MacArthur 1959). In many long term 
Breeding Bird Census plots, migrants 
dropped below 50 percent of breeding 
birds in the late 1960s (David Johnston 
pers. comm.). Unfortunately, resident 
birds such as chickadees did not increase 

in population to make up for the loss of 
migrants. So, the bottom line is that the 
insects these birds fed upon are going to 
be under less selection pressure to escape 
from them. Most of these escape meth- 
ods reduce the rate at which insects turn 

green leaves into insect biomass. With- 
out arian predators, insects might have 
more generations per year, feed during 
daylight hours instead of just at night, 
put more energy into growth rate rather 
than poisons or behavioral mechanisms 
to deter predation, etc. We have a tre- 
mendous economic stake in preserving 
normally large numbers of migrant 
birds in our forests and fields. We can- 

not afford to wait until one species after 
another becomes "threatened" or "en- 

dangered." Our need is to preserve them 
as unendangered, as they still are. We 
do not want to wait until the situation 

is hopeless. 
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